2020 VIRTUAL GINZA FILM CREDITS

First and foremost, this video would not be possible without the wonderful stories and rich history that was shared by so many individuals. We thank each and every one of you who shared your story.

CHICKEN TERIYAKI SEGMENT
Erin Chikaraishi  Producer
Bobby Ikoma  Teriyaki Marinade
Gail Ikoma  Teriyaki Marinade Camera
Mark Ishida  Teriyaki Marinade Consultant
Jim Chikaraishi  Parboil
Amy Chikaraishi  Parboil Camera
Greg Rivera  Grill
Ryan Toguri  Grill
Doug Shimizu  Grill
Dane Shimizu  Grill Camera

UDON SEGMENT
Jennifer Toguri  Producer / Camera
Jeanne Toguri  Udon Dashi
Dean Katahira  Men (Noodles)

SUSHI SEGMENT
Jennifer Toguri  Timelapse Footage

BEER SEGMENT
Dan Peterson  Producer / Ginza Beer History Script

HISTORY OF WOODEN STAGE SEGMENT
Jerry Matsumoto  Producer / Editor / Script Writer

WAZA SEGMENT
Harumi Ichikawa  Producer & Script Writer
Carl Ichikawa  Producer & Script Writer
Takashi Omitsu  Documentary Footage for Fujimura, Kinoshita, Kawakami, Yokoya
Daisuke Sato  Documentary Footage for Hiroi

A special thanks to Takashi Omitsu and the JAPAN CULTURAL DEVELOPMENT, a division of Japan Business Society of Detroit, for providing documentary footage of Waza members Kokan Fujimura, Chihiro Kawakami, Eiji Kinoshita and Mitsuaki Yokoya.

Another special thanks to “daisuke.s images” for the footage of Masaaki Hiroi.
Finally, a huge thank you to all the Waza members who submitted personal messages for the film.

CUSTARD MOCHI SEGMENT
The Parks! Producer / Script Writer / Camera

GINZA ARTWORK Lidia Rozmus

ORIGINAL GINZA SONGS
Composed and recorded by Matt Gold and Anabel Hirano

FILM SOUNDTRACK
Nick Macri (Euphone) “Fallout”
“As Close to Cold”
“Su 10 #1”
“Broken Ground”

Bob Sutter “Overjoyed”
“One Perfect Fifth Deserves Another”
“Spanish Rhapsody”
“Paddy O’Steps”

Ho Etsu “Parallax”
“Traveler”
“Rotations”
“Kokiriko” (arrangement of traditional song)

Eileen Ho “Drum for Amazonia”

Ella Hudson Day “Fried Chicken Rag”

Kyu Sakamoto “Sukiyaki”

Minyo song “Hanagasa Odori”

CONTENT & FOOTAGE - MAJOR CONTRIBUTORS
Rev. Ron Miyamura
Elaine Miyamura
Tim Dagoberg
Nicole Sumida
Harumi Ichikawa
Carl Ichikawa
Jason Matsumoto
Cynthia Mee
David Sameshima
Tonko Doi
David Sameshima
George Nagata
Lee Sam
Nathan Lee

GINZA FILM CREW
Emily Harada Editor
Tiana Pyer-Pereira Editor
Jason Matsumoto Producer / Editor
Jerry Matsumoto Advisor